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CHAPTER 611 MUTANT FIGHT 1 

Boom! 

Kaka Kaka! 

As Tony sent his unexpected encounter to the others, the battle still continued below. Even if both sides 

fighting below had discovered the Iron Man army suspended high in the sky, they had no intention of 

stopping. 

So, under the super destructive power of several Level 4 Mutants, the entire area was quickly 

demolished into rubble, revealing Stryker’s original hidden underground base. 

Da Da Da! 

In the underground base that has almost completely collapsed, Stryker is under the protection of a team 

fleeing towards the safety zone outside. 

This time, Magneto’s sneak attack on Stryker was carefully prepared, and Stryker was completely caught 

off guard. Therefore, as an ordinary person, Stryker can only find a safe place to hide for now. 

As the leader of the military’s secret research Mutants department, Stryker still has some methods to 

protect himself, otherwise, he wouldn’t be alive after so many years. 

Although Magneto attacked them with the main members of the Mutants Brotherhood and took them 

by surprise this time, there are still some very strong Mutants around him who can deal with Magneto. 

Moreover, compared to Magneto relying on his own strength to make his subordinates loyal to him, 

Stryker’s methods are more straightforward. He directly controls his own Mutants from a spiritual level. 

The reason why Stryker hates Mutants so much is also related to his previous experience. When Stryker 

was young, his beloved wife died in the hands of a Mutant. He then went to fight Mutants, but when 

Stryker’s son was ten years old, he suddenly discovered that his son was also a Mutant. 

For this reason, he once sent his son to the Xavier School, hoping that his son can be transformed back 

into a normal person there. However, when Stryker learned that Mutants could not be “Cured”, he took 

his son back. Moreover, he has done experiments on Mutant starting with his own son since then. 

Because Stryker’s son’s mutation ability level is very high, and it has reached Level 4 or higher, and it is 

still a very rare mental mutation ability. Therefore, Stryker did a lot of experiments on his own son’s 

ability and controlled a lot of Mutants. 

It can be said that without Stryker’s Son, he would not have been able to build such a big secret 

department that dared to compete with the Mutants Brotherhood and X-Men. 

With so many years of development, Stryker has done more and more experiments on Mutants, and 

there are also many unbelievable experimental results. Like an experiment conducted by Stryker many 

years ago, there was an accident and the test product finally escaped, and it has not been captured yet. 



The test subject was Logan the Wolverine. Now, no one knew what Stryker had secretly made. Even 

some big guys in the military don’t know what Stryker, who is caught in his own crazy obsession, is 

doing. Maybe he has some very dangerous experimental results in his hands. 

“Huh! Magneto! Did you really think that it would be so easy to kill me!” Hidden in the secret passage of 

the underground base to the edge of the battlefield, Stryker looked back at the completely destroyed 

underground base and thought fiercely in his heart. 

Over the years, Stryker and X-Men and the Mutants Brotherhood have also fought many times, winning 

and losing against each other. However, he hadn’t been hit directly before like today. Moreover, up until 

now, Stryker didn’t know why Magneto had come to attack him, he didn’t seem to have messed with 

the Mutants Brotherhood recently. 

“Number three! Any word back from the military?” Without retreating any further, Stryker looked at the 

team protecting him around him and asked aloud. 

“Major General Stryker, no word back from the military side yet.” Hearing Stryker’s words, the Number 

three quickly replied. 

“No reply yet, do they want to stand on the shore and watch the show?” Hearing Number three’s 

answer, Stryker raised his eyebrows and thought silently in his heart. 

One of the main reasons for Stryker to currently have this much power is inseparable from the strong 

support of the Military. Therefore, when such things happen, the US military will definitely choose to 

help Stryker. After all, Stryker’s research is carried out under their tacit approval of the code. Moreover, 

Stryker’s research results can also bring a lot of benefits to the military. For so many years, because of 

Stryker’s research on Mutants, the number of secretly enhanced soldiers that the military has on the 

inside is very large. 

Buzzing~ 

Boom! 

Just when Stryker was a little puzzled because he hadn’t received a response from the Military, another 

familiar energy fluctuation came from the side of the ruins in front of him. Then, an invisible shockwave 

swept right through the ruins and rushed towards Stryker and the others. 

“Number Five!” Seeing the rubble instantly turn into powder under the shockwave’s attack, Stryker 

shouted a code name. 

Brush! 

After Stryker finished shouting, a big bald man rushed out quickly from his team and stopped right in 

front of that shockwave. Then, facing the powerful shockwave, this bald man quickly raised his hand and 

drew a circle in front of him. 

Buzzing! 

The next moment, a translucent energy light curtain quickly spread out from the Bald Man’s hands, and 

before the shock wave arrived, it had enveloped Stryker and others behind him. 



Call! 

Stryker, hiding in the translucent light curtain, did not have any trace of panic on his face. It seemed that 

he was very confident in this defensive ability. Therefore, when the shock wave swept over, the 

translucent light only shook violently a few times and then remained stable. 

The shock wave that almost abolished Tony’s large number of Iron Man Armors before was blocked by a 

single person. If Tony knew about it then he would have cursed out loud. 

“Since there is no response from the military, then I will make my own decision! Isn’t it the Mutants 

Brotherhood, and today I have five people here with me, so I won’t be taken down so easily!” After 

suffering another attack from the Mutants Brotherhood, Stryker is no longer going to hide in here. 

“Number one! Connect everyone and prepare to counter-attack!” With a decision in his mind, Stryker 

looked at the several figures that had already appeared at the end of the ruins and angrily gave the 

order. 

Buzz~ 

After Stryker gave this order, a girl who had been standing beside Stryker suddenly closed her eyes. 

Then, a powerful mental wave came out from her and quickly enveloped Stryker’s squad. 

After the girl connected all of the team together through Psychic Power, a young man in a white suit 

took two steps forward and then looked at the five figures above the ruins. 

Boom~ Boom! 

In the next moment, two piercing red rays burst out from this youth’s eyes and shot directly at the five 

figures in front of them. 

CHAPTER 612 MUTANT WAR 2 

Boom! Boom! 

The two piercing red beams of light quickly fused into one beam on their way to flight, making the 

power they could exert even more powerful. 

“I’ll do it!” Faced with Stryker’s counterattack, one of the Mutant on Magneto’s five-member team, a big 

man with a sturdy build rushed to the front with a loud cry. 

The man was naked on the top, and he carried metal arm guards on both arms. A body of thick muscle 

shows that he would have been quite strong even if he was not a Mutant and for him to be able to jump 

out at this time shows that his ability cannot be underestimated. 

This man crossed his arms in front of his body to take upon the red beam of light which was strong 

enough to penetrate three Iron Man Armors without encountering any resistance. 

“Ha!” After a loud shout, the red light beam had already rushed over. 

Boom~ Boom~ Boom~ 



When the red beam of light impacted on the big man, the big man who should have been directly 

destroyed into slag surprisingly blocked the powerful beam of light. The red beam of light that attacked 

straight ahead was like a stream that had encountered a huge rock that suddenly appeared in the 

middle of its way, just blocking its flow. 

In front of the big man’s crossed arms, the energy of the red light kept squeezing out from both sides. 

However, they couldn’t really break through the big man’s flesh defense. 

Kaka! 

Finally, after the big man’s legs have been submerged in the ground almost twenty centimeters, the 

beam attack also finally ended. Putting down his arms, the big man looked at his arm guards, which 

were already half-broken, and directly tore them off. With his physical body defense, these arm guards 

are already dispensable. 

“Shock Girl, Pyro, it’s time for you to take action!” Magneto, who was suspended in the air, ordered. 

“Okay! I could hardly hold myself back! I’m not really satisfied with long-range attacks. What I like more 

is to feel the pleasure of putting someone down at a close range.” Hearing Magneto’s words, the 

Shockwave Girl standing beside him smiled and said. 

Brush! 

In the next moment, the Shock Girl turned into a phantom, and after circling around Pyro for a while, 

she rushed in the direction of the Stryker team on the opposite side. 

When the Shockwave Girl rushed over, Pyro’s figure had also disappeared, and it was obvious that he 

was taken by the Shockwave Girl. If the Shockwave Girl’s skills are considered to be long-range, then 

Pyro would be a medium-range fighter and his fire can’t burn the opponent at a large distance. 

And when the Shockwave Girl rushed to the opposite side with Pyro, there were only three people left 

on the ruins. Except for Magneto and the Defensive guy who had already taken action, there was only 

one young man who looked a little thin. 

“White Devil, can you break through the opponent’s Psychics Defense?” Magneto asked the thin young 

man beside him as he flew forward after sending the Shockwave girl and Pyro. 

If the opponent did not have Psychics Mutants with them in the attack just now, Magneto would have 

been able to lock on Stryker’s position and destroyed him in one fell swoop. 

And now, it is precisely because of the existence of the opponent’s Psychics Class Mutant that although 

Magneto is stronger, he cannot break the opponent’s combined strength. 

“No way, although the other party’s Psychic Power is a little worse than mine, but if they are simply 

defending then there is nothing I can do.” Hearing Magneto’s words, the young man nicknamed White 

Devil replied calmly. 

“However, if we can destroy their positions and make each of them stand far away from each other then 

maybe I will be able to disintegrate this defense of their.” After answering Magneto’s question, the 

young man then added another sentence. 



Magneto’s eyes flashed when he heard these words and then, he suddenly opened his arms. 

Huh~ 

In the next moment, Magneto, who was originally suspended about a meter from the ground, suddenly 

flew up high in the air. As a High-Class Mutant who can control magnetic substances, Magneto’s ability 

to fly is not unusual, not to mention that there are so many metallic substances under this ruin. 

In this way, within a few seconds, Magneto had flown to a position of more than fifty meters in the air. 

Looking condescendingly at the location where Stryker and his team were, Magneto slowly stretched 

out his hand forward. 

... 

Dī Dī Dī Dī! 

“Sir, a violent Magnetic Reaction has been detected, I suggest leaving this area immediately!” Just when 

Magneto on the ground flew into the air and began his attack, Tony, who had already hidden at a high 

altitude suddenly became nervous after he heard JARVIS. 

Zi Zi Zi~ 

“It seems that Magneto is planning to attack!” Tony, who has been watching the live broadcast from 

high altitude saw Magneto flying into the air. Tony said inexplicably after hearing JARVIS’s reminder. 

After all, this is a guy who can control Magnetic Substances and can control the local Magnetic Field of 

the Earth under his full-powered strikes, the Magnetic Field of this area has become unstable. 

Then it also means that some high-tech products are likely to lose their effectiveness in this area, which 

includes Tony’s Iron Man Armor. And even though the Iron Man Armor will not lose its full capacity, but 

its normal functions would be affected. 

“In that case, let’s get out of here. Also, order all the other Iron Man to retreat and leave ten units on 

standby. Anyway, I don’t think we will be that useful in this kind of battle.” Feeling the Iron Man Armor 

getting affected by the magnetic field, Tony said after thinking about it. 

“Okay, sir.” Jarvis agreed upon hearing Tony’s words. 

Swipe it! 

Then, JARVIS controlled all the other Iron Man Armors high in the sky and flew back towards New York. 

At the same time, Tony is also flying towards the location away from the center of the battlefield, he 

does not want to become a lump of iron at a high altitude, after all, he had just gotten out of one deadly 

situation, he doesn’t plan to enter another. 

Dī Dī~ 

“Sir, Spatial Energy Fluctuations have been detected.” Just as Tony was making a strategic retreat, 

JARVIS’s voice came out again. 



“Huh, Spatial Energy Fluctuates? Where?!” Hearing JARVIS’s words, Tony stopped in the sky and then 

hurriedly asked. 

Since becoming Iron Man, Tony has seen a lot of things. The Space Teleportation that he had never 

dared to imagine before is no longer strange for him. 

However, Tony knew that there were three kinds of Space Energy Fluctuations. One is the previously lost 

Space Energy of Magic Cube, one is the variant ability of that beautiful girl in X-Men, and the other is the 

Magic Space Portal that the Earth’s Sorcerers uses. 

“Wait? Two different Spatial Energy Fluctuations have appeared, the locations are here and here.” After 

reporting the previous message, JARVIS seemed to have found something else, and then it had 

projected two locations in front of Tony’s eyes. 

“This is...X-Men and... Sorcerers!” 
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In the JARVIS scan video, two different Spatial Gates appear at two locations not too far apart at the 

edge of the ruins below. One is a Purple Space Portal created by X-Men Blink’s signature Mutant ability, 

and the other is a Golden Magic Portal unique to the Sorcerers. 

“Eh, how come there’s only one person there and only one person over there.” After seeing the people 

who came out of those two spatial gates, Tony muttered with some surprise. 

Originally Tony thought that many people could come out from the two familiar Space Portal when he 

saw them, but instead, he only saw two people walk out. 

“Sir, that’s Mr. Iceman from X-Men and Mr. Jack from League of Defender.” While Tony was wondering, 

JARVIS had already scanned the identities of the two people who came out of the Space Portal. 

“Jack from the League of Defender?! How did he come through the Magic Portal? Could it be that he is 

also a Sorcerer?!” Hearing the report from JARVIS, Tony shouted in surprise. 

Of course, Tony knew Icemen as they have met. Iceman was also outside Tony’s ward when he woke up. 

As for Jack of the League of Defender, Tony is really unfamiliar with this person. Now that JARVIS had 

said that the guy in the gray robe was Jack, Tony was of course very surprised. 

While Tony was surprised by the two people on the ground, the Space Portal behind Jack and Iceman 

had quickly disappeared. Blink has to go back to X Academy to pick up other X-Men, and Jack has no 

other Sorcerers to support him. 

“Surprisingly, only two of them really came, it seems that the others will take a while to arrive.” Seeing 

that the two Portals had disappeared, Tony, who was hiding high in the air, already knew Iceman’s 

situation. 

“Sir, do we still have to retreat?” Their allies have appeared on the battlefield, and JARVIS opened his 

mouth and asked Tony if they would continue to retreat. 

“En…how long till Jackson and Rogers arrive?” Tony thought about it after hearing JARVIS’s words. 



“Jackson will arrive here in ten minutes and Captain Rogers has arrived. And the X-Men, they will arrive 

in about five minutes.” Faced with Tony’s question, JARVIS quickly answered. 

“En? They’re here!” Hearing JARVIS’s answer, Tony quickly turned his head and looked in the other 

direction. 

Boom Boom Boom! 

When Tony looked over, several Quinjets had already rushed over. 

“Then why are we retreating like this? As powerful as Magneto is, I don’t believe he can handle so many 

of us!” Seeing that Rogers had arrived with SHIELD’s support, Tony said loudly. 

“Go! Let’s go down and join Iceman and that Jack!” 

Shout! 

Then, Tony, who was about to leave the battlefield, swooped down with dozens of Iron Mans. 

… 

“Eh? Is there a fight here already? How come I don’t see anyone else?” While Tony was still flying high in 

the sky, Jack, who had received the news directly from New York Sanctum, looked at the ruins in front of 

him with some confusion. 

The message Lin Rui asked Jerry to send was for all members of League of Defender to arrive at this 

location as soon as possible, but Lin Rui couldn’t have expected that Jack, who had been learning magic 

in New York Sanctum would be the first to arrive. 

“There’s someone over there!” After looking around for a few moments, Jack finally saw a figure 

running fast on the ruins. 

Bang! 

In the next moment, Jack pushed the ground with his feet and quickly rushed over there. As someone 

whose Mutant Ability allows him to strengthen his physical body, even if Jack has not learned magic, his 

strength should not be underestimated. Therefore, when he turned into a phantom and rushed over, 

the person over there quickly noticed him. 

“En?! An Enemy?” Iceman, who was running fast on the ruins, saw the figure rushing over not far away, 

and raised a hand. 

Whew! 

When Iceman raised his hand, a piece of ice mist was created out of thin air, and then the ice mist 

instantly condensed into Ice Spikes. Iceman waved his hand and these ice spikes quickly shot towards 

the dark shadow. 

“Eh?!” Jack, who didn’t know what the other party was, had automatically classified the other party as 

an enemy after seeing those Ice Spikes, so he also launched a direct counterattack. 

Buzzing ~ Brush! 



Jack quickly made some seals with his hands, and then a Golden Shield appeared in his hands. At the 

same time as the Golden Shield appeared, a Golden Arrow of Light appeared in the air and quickly 

blasted towards Iceman. 

Bang Bang Bang! 

Just as Jack raised the Golden Shield, the Ice Spikes slammed into it. The seemingly illusory Golden 

Shield blocked all Ice Spikes, and the hard Ice Spikes shattered in front of Jack. 

And when Jack blocked the Ice Spike attack, his Golden Light Arrow had already shot in front of Iceman. 

Facing this Golden Arrow, Iceman waved his hand as a cloud of white cold air rushed over. With 

Iceman’s strength, he is confident that he can contain the opponent’s attack instantly. 

Brush! 

However, to Iceman’s surprise, the Golden Arrow of Light penetrated his own defensive measure and 

continued to shoot towards him. At this time, Iceman had to turn his whole body into an Ice Crystal 

State and his figure disappeared in place in the next moment. 

Boom! 

After Iceman turned into Ice Crystal State and disappeared from his original place, the Golden Light 

Arrow just shot down and blasted a big crater directly at the location where Iceman was originally 

located. 

“What an amazing Energy Attack, even my domain may not be able to block it.” Iceman, who had just 

avoided Jack’s attack, appeared in another location. Looking at the large crater in the ruins on the spot 

he was previously standing upon, Iceman frowned and muttered in his heart. 

Brush! 

Brush! 

In the next moment, Iceman and Jack looked at each other and then charged towards each other again. 

Seemingly, they both regarded each other as a formidable enemy. In the course of the duel, a white cold 

air gushed out from Iceman’s body and pounced on Jack, while a Golden Light also blasted from Jack’s 

body and rushed towards Iceman. 

Buzzing! 

And just as Iceman and Jack’s attacks were about to come into contact, a thick white laser beam 

suddenly shot down from mid-air, just in the middle of Jack and Iceman, and also in the middle of that 

cold air and golden light. The next moment, these three different attacks collided on this ruin. 

Rumble! 

The three different energy attacks collided with each other and produced a huge explosion, Iceman, 

whose whole body turned into ice crystals, was directly sent flying by the instantaneous shock wave, 

while the huge shield that just appeared in front of Jack also shook in the shockwave of the explosion. 

Huhu~ 



As the energy of the explosion continued to be released and this area gradually calmed down. However, 

when Jack and Iceman looked forward again, they found that there were many familiar figures above 

the ruins. 

Chapter 614 Sets Out 

Huhu~ 

When the smoke dissipated, Jack and Iceman saw dozens of Iron Man suspended above their heads. As 

for the laser attack that came in just now, it was these Iron Mans that sent it out. 

Card~ 

After Jack and the others saw Iron Man in midair, the bottom Iron Man mask suddenly opened, 

revealing Tony’s helpless face inside. 

“En?! Mr. Stark! Why are you stopping me?!” 

“Stark, what do you mean by this?… Hey!? You!?…” 

After seeing Tony, Jack and Iceman shouted in confusion at the same time. However, halfway through 

shouting, they both looked at each other with great surprise. Because, from each other’s words, it 

seems that they both know Tony Stark and they should be in the same group. 

Whew! 

“I say, why are you two fighting without getting anything clear?!” While Jack and Iceman were looking at 

each other in confusion, Tony had already flown down from mid-air. 

In fact, Jack and Iceman couldn’t be blamed for not recognizing each other. Iceman and Jack have never 

met before. 

Although Iceman knows that there is a Mutant in the League of Defender, he is not familiar with him. 

And Jack also knew that there was a very powerful Ice-type Mutant in X-Men, but he had never seen 

him either. What’s more, Jack didn’t use his Mutant Ability just now. 

“Mr. Stark, is he our ally? However, why didn’t I know that we still have such a strong person among our 

rank?” Hearing Tony’s words, Iceman, who had already lifted himself from the ice crystal state, asked 

curiously. 

And after Tony fell from mid-air, Jack and Iceman, who were still some distance away, have come closer 

to talk with Tony. After seeing Iceman up close, and then noting the process of lifting his Ice Crystal 

State, Jack’s eyes flashed, and he seemed to have thought of something. 

“Of course he is with us. He is a member of the League of Defender. I thought you guys knew each 

other!” Tony explained helplessly when he heard Iceman’s words. 

“A member of the League of Defender?! I really don’t remember him!” Hearing Tony’s answer, Jack 

looked at Jack very surprised and said. 

“You are the Iceman of X-Men!” Jack said suddenly when Iceman was looking at him. 



As a Mutant, Jack obviously knows about X-Men. If it wasn’t for his preconceived idea at the beginning 

that Iceman would be the enemy, and if it wasn’t for the fact that Iceman attacked first, Jack might have 

been able to recognize him. 

“En? Do you know me? Are you really a member of the League of Defender? Are you a new member?” 

Hearing Jack calling out his nickname, Iceman looked at him in surprise and asked. 

“No, I am…” 

“Okay, you guys can talk about this later when you have time, we have very urgent things to do now!” 

Seeing that Jack and Iceman have the momentum to chat up on the spot, Tony who saw the Quinjet was 

beginning to land not far away waved his hand to interrupt them. 

“Uh…that’s right! I’m here this time to prevent Mutants from becoming public enemies of the world 

again.” Jack hurriedly responded when he heard Tony’s words. 

Hearing Jack’s words, Iceman looked at him a few more times, because the ability that Jack showed just 

now was not like that of Mutants at all. If an ordinary person cares about Mutants so much then Iceman 

has a high degree of favorability towards him. 

Huhu~ 

Just after Tony fell down to resolve the misunderstanding between Jack and Iceman, the Quinjet led by 

Rogers also quickly landed to this rubble. Under the gaze of Tony and the other two, Rogers rushed out 

of the Quinjet with a team of twenty-three agents. 

“Is this the first batch of support? It still feels a bit insufficient!” After taking a look at the Heavily Armed 

Soldiers around Rogers, Tony frowned tightly and whispered in his heart. 

Because one of the opponents they would be facing this time is Magneto, who can completely restrain 

his Armor. Tony had already lowered the estimate of his strength to a very low level. 

Therefore, their strength division is actually mainly dependent on the League of Defender, X-Men, and 

SHIELD. 

However, looking at SHIELD now, it looked like Rogers was unable to come up with more people. And 

only Iceman came from the X-Men, and only Jack came from the League of Defender, although Jack’s 

current strength surprised Tony. 

“Jackson will not arrive for another ten minutes, and my ultimate weapon needs time to prepare. If 

that’s the case, then the only good thing we can expect for now is the strength of the X-Men.” After 

briefly calculating the strength of his side, Tony quickly came to a conclusion. 

“Iceman, you guys ……” So, while Rogers was still running this way, Tony was already ready to ask 

Iceman how long they had before X-Men support would come. 

Buzzing~ 

Just before Tony could finish his sentence, a Purple Space Portal that had appeared before suddenly 

appeared beside Iceman. Then, a Tall Metallic Robust Man pushed a wheelchair and walked out of the 

Space Portal first. In this wheelchair sat a bald, kind-eyed old man. 



Needless to say, the robust man and the bald old man are obviously Colossus and Professor Charles. And 

behind Professor Charles and Colossus, a silver-haired Storm and a full-body blue-skinned guy came out. 

The last one to walk out of the Portal was Blink. After Blink walked out, this huge Space Portal slowly 

dissipated. 

At this point, the X-Men team led by Professor Charles himself has been fully assembled. This time they 

are also the absolute Main Members in X-Men, namely Professor Charles, Iceman, Storm, Colossus, 

Beast, and Blink. 

Although there are still some members of the X-Men, but the rest are either not strong enough, or not 

suitable for combat, they would not be very useful even if they come here. However, even if only these 

six people came this time, if they wanted to, they have enough power to cause endless restlessness in 

the whole planet. 

“Professor Charles, we meet again.” Tony greeted Professor Charles respectfully when he saw him 

approaching in a wheelchair. 

“Hello, Mr. Stark, we meet again. Hello, Captain Rogers.” Professor Charles turned his head slightly and 

said to his side after saying hello to Tony. 

Huh~ 

“Hello, Professor Charles.” After Charles called Rogers’ name, Rogers also rushed over with SHIELD’s 

special team. 

“Then, let’s not waste time. I know Erik is serious this time. If he doesn’t get what he wants then he will 

really destroy this city.” After the people around finally gathered, Professor Charles, who was located in 

the center, said lightly. 

Huhu! 

Hearing Professor Charles’ words, Tony and the others did not have any comments. Then, these people 

quickly divided into several small teams and rushed to the position where the violent explosions were 

constantly emitting. 

Chapter 615 Mutant War 3 

When Professor Charles and Captain Rogers arrived and set off, the Mutants Brotherhood led by 

Magneto had already begun to fight Stryker. 

Huh! 

Call! 

Pyro, who was brought to Stryker by Shockwave, just appeared in front of them, and a firelight appeared 

from his hand, sweeping towards Stryker’s position on the opposite side. 

Stryker and his team are equally strong as they are and Pyro is not likely to hold back his powers. 

Although Pyro has not yet figured out why Magneto is so serious about attacking Stryker this time. But 

they were already enemies and Pyro was happy to have the opportunity to attack him. 



As a Level 4 Mutant, Pyro had also been at the Xavier Academy, and he was also good friends with 

Iceman. However, because his philosophy for Mutants is more compatible with Magneto, he later joined 

the Mutants Brotherhood. 

Compared to Iceman who is a Level 5 Mutant and can produce ice out of thin air, Pyro needs a spark to 

create a large flame. Moreover, Pyro’s flames are still worse than Iceman’s Ice. However, as a Level 4 

Mutant, Pyro’s attack power is already very strong, otherwise, he would not be a core member of the 

Mutant Brotherhood. 

Hum~ 

When the flames of Pyro swept past, a translucent light curtain appeared in front of Stryker and his 

team again, it was the same light curtain that had blocked the Shockwave girl’s attack just now. 

As soon as this light curtain appeared, a large flame had already pounced on it. Although Pyro’s flame 

attack could not destroy this defense but this light curtain could not withstand the transmission of the 

high temperature of the flame. 

If they decide to keep defending like this then Pyro would be able to cook them all with the heat of his 

flame. 

So, when Pyro’s flames were about to completely envelop Stryker and the others, two red beams came 

out of the flames, aiming at Pyro who was unleashing the flames outside. 

Boom! 

When the two red light beams penetrated the flame, Pyro suddenly noticed it, so with a wave of his 

right hand, a massive fire shaped like a dragon rushed at the red light beam. The next moment, the two 

attacks collided in mid-air, and the violent energy collision caused the temperature of this space to rise 

rapidly. 

Huhu! Boom! 

After confronting the two red beams for a few seconds, Pyro seemed a bit unable to withstand it. The 

right hand that he swung out trembled slightly and the expression in his eyes became more and more 

fierce. 

Therefore, Pyrohad already retracted his flames that attacked Stryker and his team and he focused all of 

his attention on the red beam in front of him. In this way, he steadily blocked the opponent’s 

counterattack. 

Hum! 

And when Pyro was fighting against the guy in Stryker’s team who could emit Red Lasers, a strong 

mental shock suddenly hit Pyro’s head. 

“Ah!” His Mind was suddenly attacked, and Pyro, who was in the middle of a full-force strike, couldn’t 

help but shout out. 

Boom! 



In the next moment, the flames in his hand dissipated a lot because of the mental attack. The red beam 

on the opposite side directly smashed Pyro’s flames, and then directly slammed into Pyro’s chest. 

Just when he was about to be hit by this red light beam, the Shockwave girl who had just left to pick up 

the others suddenly appeared behind him, and then pulled Pyro and disappeared from this place. 

Rumble! 

After suddenly disappearing in place, the red beam that lost its target blasted a large crater into the 

ground again before fading away. 

“You’re a little slow this time!” Pyro, who was saved by the Shockwave Girl, swept a glance at the large 

crater in the ground in front of him and looked at the Shockwave Girl beside him, gasping for breath and 

speaking at the same time. 

“Take care of yourself, the Psychics Mutant on their side is not easy to deal with either. However, I have 

brought the Fortress and Phantom Dream, now the other side will not be able to use their Psychics 

attack on us so easily.” Hearing Pyro’s words, the Shockwave Girl said indifferently. 

“Eh, what about the boss?” Hearing Shockwave Girl’s words, Iceman nodded and then asked. 

The Fortress is the big guy who can block the kind of beam attack just now with his bare hands. His 

Mutant ability is extremely strong physical power, which can be seen from the fact that he blocked the 

beam attack by himself. 

Fantasy Dream is a more mysterious one in the Mutants Brotherhood, he is a Psychic Mutant, and his 

ability is also very strong. At least, Fantasy Dream can help Magneto block Cerebro and stop Professor 

Charles from tracking them. 

“Boss? He’s there.” Hearing the sudden question about Magneto’s whereabouts, the Shockwave Girl 

looked up and pointed out a direction. 

Brush! 

Following the direction of Shockwave Girl’s finger, Pyro suddenly looked up. In the next second, he saw 

Magneto suspended in mid-air like a superman. Then, the hovering Magneto slowly raised his right 

hand, and looking in the direction of his right hand, he seemed to be pointing at their side. 

“Hey! The Boss is pointing at our side!” After seeing Magneto’s movements, Pyro said in surprise. 

“That’s right, so, we’d better run first! I did not expect the Boss to attack like this!” The Shockwave Girl 

who also saw Magneto’s movement was also very surprised, and then, her hand pulled Pyro once again. 

Brush! 

The next moment, the Shockwave Girl pulled Pyro away from the place again. This time they ran away 

from Stryker and his team. 

Buzzing~Boom~ 

And not long after Pyro and Shockwave Girl’s departure, Magneto’s outstretched right hand suddenly 

clenched. Then, as if he was pulling something upward, his clenched fist slowly lifted up. 



Kakaka! 

As Magneto’s right fist continued to rise in midair, the location of the Stryker and his team suddenly 

seemed to have an earthquake, and huge cracks were created on the ground. Then, the underground 

structure in this area continued to collapse, and countless metal objects hidden on the ground were all 

lifted out. 

“No Good! Quickly take me out of here! Number four!” Feeling the continuous vibration from the 

ground, the expression on Stryker’s face changed and he hurriedly shouted. 

Brush! 

After Stryker yelled these words, a man in a white suit instantly appeared in front of him. As a 

department that specializes in Mutants, the abilities of these Mutants that Stryker have around him are 

different and they are all very useful. 

Just like the Defense of No. 5, the Attack of No. 2, and the Mental Defense and Attack of No. 1, and now 

the Teleportation Ability of No. 4 which can play an important role in any battle. 

Brush! 

After No. 4 appeared in front of Stryker, he reached out and grabbed his arm. In the next moment, the 

two of them were about to disappear. 

Boom! 

However, just when No. 4 was about to take Stryker and leave, they revealed themselves again not far 

away. And looking at Stryker and Number Four’s expressions, they seemed to have been stopped by 

something. 
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Da Da~ 

Getting interrupted from their teleportation, Stryker took several steps before standing still. 

“Magnetic Field Barrier!” Stryker called out with an ugly expression on his face while Number Four was 

expressionless. 

As a Top Level 5 Mutant, Magneto has the strongest destructive power. Manipulating the Magnetic field 

allows Magneto to have enough strength anywhere on the earth. 

As it is now, Magneto used the Magnetic Field to trap Stryker and Number Four who wanted to escape. 

The teleportation of Number Four is not the same as Blink’s Space Teleportation. He cannot directly pass 

through the Magnetic Field Barrier in front of him. 

“Damn it! If I can’t break the Magnetic Field Barrier then I would be at Magneto’s mercy!” Seeing that 

they were trapped by Magneto, and the place covered by the Magnetic Field Barrier had already started 

a major earthquake. 

Stryker muttered in his heart as he saw this scene. He turned his head and looked at the Mutants who 

had been transformed by himself. 



“Number One! Is there a way to affect Magneto?” Stryker asked hopelessly after wandering his eyes on 

Number One. 

“No, Magneto has been wearing his helmet.” Hearing Stryker’s question, Number One answered quickly. 

Although his Psychic Power can pass through the Magnetic Field Barrier without hindrance, there was 

no way for him to affect Magneto as long as he is wearing that Helmet. 

“Then, I can only sacrifice No.6!” Hearing No.1’s answer, Stryker made a quick decision in his heart. 

Since Stryker has been enemies with the Mutants Brotherhood for so many years, he still knows a lot 

about Magneto’s methods, and he has been looking for ways to crack this kind of Magnetic Field Barrier 

for some time now. 

And he now has a Mutant test subject with the ability to break the current situation, but the price is 

relatively high, but Stryker can still afford it. 

“No. 6, blow up this Magnetic Field Barrier!” Stryker, who had already made a decision, shouted quickly. 

Shout! 

After he gave the order, a young man who was originally standing in the team quickly ran out and came 

directly to the edge of the Magnetic Field Barrier. Then he put his hands on the Magnetic Field. 

Buzzing~ 

In the next moment, a special energy wave converged toward his hands from all over the body of the 

Number Six. Soon, the originally normal hands were distorted by a red light. When No. 6’s hands 

gathered enough energy, his eyes widened. 

Boom! 

With a loud bang, Number Six’s hands that were attached to the Magnetic Field Boundary directly burst 

open, and his entire body was shaken by the explosion as he flew backward. 

However, at this time, no one cared about his situation. At the moment of the explosion on the side of 

Number Six, Stryker has signaled Number Four to take him away. 

Boom~ 

At the same time as Number Six’s hands burst open, the special energy shock wave passed along the 

magnetic boundary. In the next moment, the originally indestructible magnetic field boundary was 

actually 

Broken. 

Brush! 

The moment the Magnetic Field Boundary was broken, Stryker and No. 4 had already disappeared. At 

this dangerous time, Stryker would sacrifice anyone for his own safety. Moreover, in Stryker’s eyes, 

these transformed Mutants of his were not even human beings, they are just his experiments. 

Brush! 



When Number Four and Stryker reappeared, they were already far away from where they were just 

now. Even if Magneto continued to strike at them now, Stryker was prepared and would not allow 

himself to be trapped by the magnetic field boundary again. 

After the Magnetic Field Barrier was broken, Magneto didn’t give up, and the earth that had been 

surging was completely overturned after Stryker left. 

Large pieces of rubble and some metal substances rushed out of the ground under the control of the 

magnetic field and they directly rushed towards Stryker’s location. Perhaps this would be the disaster 

scene at the end of the world. 

Under Magneto’s shot, those transformed Mutants left in place by Stryker stood together, and Number 

Fifth consciously released his own protective barrier. 

However, under the effect of the Magnetic Field, his protective barrier didn’t seem to be as effective. If 

they didn’t have any other support then this would soon be taken care of by Magneto alone. 

Boom~ 

As the ground tumbled more and more violently, Stryker had to keep letting Number Four teleport 

himself away from the place with him. However, because the teleportation distance of No. 4 is not too 

far, Magneto floating in the air can always take them into the attack range after they reappear. 

Therefore, after Stryker teleported several times, the earthquake caused by Magneto had affected a 

large enough area. Not only this area, but people living in downtown Washington can feel the vibration 

from here. 

It can be said that if Stryker was not surrounded by these modified Mutants then he would have been 

wiped out by anyone in the Mutant Brotherhood today not to mention Magneto. 

As a big boss, Magneto also has such strength. When Stryker gave Magneto trouble in the past, he had 

taken advantage of the civil war between Magneto and X-Men. 

Moreover, the previous Magneto was more impulsive and easily tricked. But now, Magneto is older and 

even though he is older, his strength is still there, so it would not be too much trouble for him if he 

wants to deal with Stryker. 

Magneto took Pyro and others and they hid in Washington for so many days, just to make sure that 

Stryker won’t have much resistance here. And now, Magneto has finally done it. As long as he catches 

Stryker, he can force him to answer the questions he has. 

Rumble! 

“Damn, why hasn’t the military responded yet?! This is Washington! Do they want to stand by and 

watch Magneto cause a massive earthquake in Washington?!! “Dodging between the constantly 

churning earth, Stryker could not stand it anymore and cursed out loud. 

To Stryker’s surprise, although Magneto attacked himself less than ten minutes ago. But this is 

Washington, even if the Military’s response is slow, there should have been a large number of troops 

over here by this time. 



Although Magneto is strong, but the Military has a special team to deal with Mutants. But until now, 

Stryker has not seen any military support. 

In fact, it is not that the Military is unwilling to support him. It’s just that after they contacted SHIELD, 

Captain Rogers was playing the waiting game with them, so their support was delayed. 

Captain Rogers didn’t want to make this incident too big, and he also wanted to hear about Stryker’s 

research and the experiments he has done upon Mutants. So, although they came over this time to keep 

the incident from getting too big, but they may not help Stryker. 
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Boom! Boom! Boom! 

Under Magneto’s successive blows, the modified Mutants team, which had been temporarily 

abandoned by Stryker, was almost unable to hold on. 

Even if the defensive boundary of No. 5 is very strong, it can no longer hold on under such power. And 

the other members of this Mutant team are not strong in defense, and a simple attack can’t free them 

from their current situation. 

Boom! 

Another stream of debris rushed out from the ground, directly piercing the Number 5 defensive layer. At 

this time, the light curtain that had protected them so much was already riddled with holes. 

However, as Mutants fighters transformed by Stryker, this squad of people facing such a predicament 

just leaned tightly together and did not seem to have much fear. However, except for one person, that is 

Number One. 

“Number 2! Aren’t you going to make a move yet!?” Finally, getting tired of not getting any support, No. 

1 finally could not help shouting loudly to the No. 2 beside him who had not spoken or made any move. 

Obviously, as a Psychics Mutant, No.2 will obviously not follow Stryker’s words completely like everyone 

else. It’s just that he doesn’t know what happened to Number 1, why is he in such a desperate situation, 

he wanted Number 1 to go all out before he made his move. 

“Me? What can I do? Anyway, it’s not like I was asked to make a move.” Hearing No. 1’s rant, No. 2, who 

had been so calm, opened his eyes to look at him and asked rhetorically. 

“Do you really think you’re going to end up any better if we get wiped out here by Magneto! Don’t 

forget, you’re just a modified experiment too!” Hearing No.2’s indifferent words, No.1 shouted angrily. 

“Transformation experimental body! I’m not like you guys!” It seemed that No.1’s words had hurt No.2, 

and his eyes instantly flashed red and roared. 

“Then show us your strengths. Show us that you are different from us! Get us out of the current 

situation, if we can sneak attack Magneto then maybe Stryker can reduce his control over you!” Number 

1 continued after successfully angering No.2. 



“Humph! You just want to live! However, I am also happy to show others my strength. What Mutants 

Brotherhood, what X-Men, what Magneto, what Professor X, they are nothing in front of me!” Faced 

with No. 1’s provocations, No. 2 obviously no longer intended to remain silent. 

“Then, I’ll wait!” 

Call! 

Under Number One’s provocation, Number Two was finally ready to take action and his figure instantly 

disappeared from his original location and when he reappeared, he has already come outside the 

Number Five Defensive Shield. It turns out that Number Two also has the ability to teleport! 

Rumble! 

Facing the constant attacks from outside the Defensive Shield, No.2’s body received many wounds in an 

instant. However, these wounds are recovering quickly. 

The speed of his self-recovery is even with the speed of the damage, which allows No. 2 to hold on 

under these powerful attacks. It seems that in addition to Teleportation, No. 2 also has a self-recovery 

capability. 

“Dodge!” Although the attacks around him could not cause deeper damage to himself, but Number Two 

obviously did not want to be attacked endlessly like this, so he shouted loudly with red light coming out 

of his eyes. 

Snapped! 

After hearing No. 2’s words, No. 1, who was hiding in the defense barrier near No. 5, quickly put his 

hand on No. 5’s shoulder. Then, a powerful Psychic fluctuation zapped into Number Five’s head. 

“Ahhhhh! 

With No.1’s Phycsic stimulation of No. 5, the originally shaky Defense Barrier actually solidified a lot in a 

flash. 

The holes that had been penetrated were also repaired, protecting No. 1 and the Mutant team again. 

However, this time, the strengthening of the Defense Barrier did come at the expense of Number Five, 

and it was still a big question whether he would still be able to recover from this afterward. 

Boom! Rumble! 

At the moment when No. 5 received the Psychic fluctuation of No. 1 to strengthen the Defensive Barrier 

again, a violent Energy Fluctuation was transmitted from in front of them, which was the position where 

No. 2 was just now. It turned out that he had already attacked at the same time as he had reminded 

them. 

Against the gusts of wind and debris that were causing damage all around them, No. 2’s hands were 

quickly raised to his chest, and then he put them in front of his chest. 



The seemingly simple action produced an incomparably huge energy shockwave, and as the first 

shockwave passed through, it had already cleared the space around Number Two that was disturbed by 

Magneto, so one can imagine how powerful No. Two’s strike was. 

But this is not enough, because Magneto’s attack coverage is too big, they still can’t escape just by 

shaking this single area. Therefore, No. 2 separated his hands again, and the next moment, he clapped 

his hands on his chest again. 

Boom! ~Boom! ~Boom! ~ 

After three consecutive strikes like this, the superimposed energy shockwave swept a large area with 

Number Two as the center. And, the shockwave continued to spread outward, pressuring Magneto’s 

attacks. 

“Let’s go!” Although No. 2 also attacked the Defensive Barrier where No. 1 was when he cleared the 

surroundings, No. 2 still took care of them a bit. Although, when this space was cleared, No. 1 shouted 

and he was already rushing to the outside first. 

As No. 1 fled, the others quickly followed him. When Stryker is not there, this small team of Mutants are 

at the command of No. 1, after all, No. 1 also has the ability to control them well. 

Just like that, after Number 2 helped them clear Magneto’s attack, this squad of modified Mutants 

belonging to Stryker quickly retreated towards the outside of the battlefield. 

Brush! 

Without caring whether they had escaped or not, Number 2, who had suppressed Magneto’s attack with 

a single move, had looked up into the mid-air the next moment, where Magneto was located. And when 

the No. 2 looked at Magneto, Magneto also happened to turn his head to look over. 

… 

A minute ago, when Captain Rogers and the others had just arrived at the position where Magneto and 

Stryker were fighting, they were blocked by Magneto’s attack. 

Magneto has pushed Stryker in a desperate situation, and the Teleporting ability of No.4 seems to be 

reaching its limit. When Number 4 can no longer teleport then Magneto would be able to squeeze 

Stryker like a chicken. 

However, when Magneto finally seized the opportunity to kill No.4 who was exhausted and could no 

longer teleport quickly and trap Stryker, he suddenly sensed violent energy fluctuations coming from 

two locations on the battlefield he controlled, one from the inside and one from the outside. 

Huh~ 

In the next moment, Magneto saw a powerful energy shockwave sweeping a large area out of the area 

he controlled. When Magneto’s eyesight thus turned, he saw a man standing on the ground also looking 

at himself. 
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Brush! 

After seeing that person’s eyes, Magneto felt like being stared at by a lone wolf with no feelings. At this 

moment, Magneto seemed to feel as if the other party was treating him as prey. 

“Who is he?” Magneto muttered softly as he looked at the Number 2 on the ground as soon as this 

unpleasant feeling emerged in his heart. 

Brush! 

However, just as Magneto suppressed the uncomfortable feeling in his heart and was about to wave his 

hand to destroy this guy who made him feel this way, the guy surprisingly disappeared. 

“What?!” Seeing No. 2 disappear, Magneto’s heart jumped slightly, then he seemed to sense something 

and looked to his right. 

Brush! 

Sure enough, when Magneto looked over, Number 2 that had been just on the ground had already 

appeared on his right side. However, because Magneto is surrounded by a Magnetic Field, Number 2 can 

not directly teleport in to attack him. 

“It seems that you are also a reformer under Stryker! However, although you are much stronger than 

the others, you still don’t look enough!” Squinted and looked at the number two that appeared not far 

away from him, Magneto said faintly. Speaking of. 

“It seems that you are also one of the Mutants transformed by Stryker! However, although you are 

stronger than the others, but you are still not good enough to stand against me!” Magneto said 

indifferently. 

From the fact that No. 2 broke his control over the area just now, coupled with the scenario where he 

teleported to his location, Magneto has guessed that he must be one of Stryker’s new modified 

Mutants. 

But how could Magneto be afraid of him? As long as his Magnetic Field is not broken, even Professor 

Charles won’t be able to invade his mind with his helmet. Under such circumstances, only a few people 

know what price it will cost them to defeat Magneto. 

Facing Magneto, an unexplained expression flashed in the eyes of Number 2 who was standing on his 

right. The next moment, No. 2’s body shook and another No. 2 appeared from behind him. Finally, No.2 

revealed his third Mutant ability: Cloning! 

Swipe! 

After splitting into a clone, the two quickly became four, and the four instantly became eight. After 

Magneto blinked twice in surprise, his Magnetic Field was already surrounded by eight clones. Being 

stared at by eight identical cold eyes, it was a little uncomfortable even for Magneto. 

“Huh! So you can clone yourself. Can you break through my Magnetic Field?!” Magneto said disdainfully 

when he saw eight Number 2 staring at him tightly. 



Brush! Brush! 

The next moment, Magneto waved his hand, and eight torrents of small metal fragments pierced the 

eight clones that surrounded him. Magneto is not a soft-hearted person. If the opponent dares to attack 

him then he will not hold back. 

Pū Pū! 

When Magneto controlled that metal torrent to attack Number 2’s clones, some of them instantly 

dodged, some directly jumped up to dodge. 

For a while, Magneto was really unable to exterminate these eight flexible people. However, Number 2 

also seemed unable to do much damage to Magneto. Moreover, he was unable to save Stryker who was 

trapped by Magneto on the ground. 

Boom! Boom! 

Under Magneto’s attacks, the eight clones that could not evade were smashed hard against Magneto’s 

Magnetic Field Barrier. 

However, when Magneto was not paying attention, the two Number 2 who was badly injured and had 

smashed on his Magnetic Barrier instantly had a red glow in their eyes, followed by a red glow on their 

bodies and hands. 

Moreover, the hands of these two No. 2s were tightly pressed against Magneto’s Magnetic Field. As 

these two Number 2 hands became redder and redder, a strange energy fluctuation finally caught 

Magneto’s attention. 

“Not good!” Magneto, who was still dealing with the remaining six of No. 2s quickly turned his head and 

looked over after feeling the energy fluctuation, but it was too late by this time. 

Boom! Boom! Rumble! 

After two consecutive explosions, a violent explosion suddenly occurred at Magneto’s location in mid-

air. In a burst of red light, Magneto’s Magnetic Field Barrier was broken! 

It turned out that the red energy released by No. 2 just now was the kind of blasting energy that Stryker 

had let No. 6 sacrifice himself before. It seems that No. 2 is indeed a modified Mutant who has the 

ability to challenge Magneto. 

“Bastard!” When the Magnetic Field Barrier was broken, Magneto’s roar suddenly came from the center 

of the explosion. 

Dang!!! 

Pū! 

In the next moment, a crisp metallic impact sound came out at the center of the explosion. Along with 

the impact was a shockwave that dispersed the red light that enveloped the area, revealing the situation 

inside. 

Call! 



After the red light completely dissipated, the situation in mid-air also became clear. There were 

originally Eight No. 2s clones and only three of them were still teleporting around Magneto in the air. 

It seems that in Magneto’s roar, five No. 2s Clones were directly destroyed. However, Magneto’s chest 

and back also had a footprint and a fist mark upon them. 

Obviously, at the moment when the magnetic field barrier was broken, Magneto was also hit by Number 

Two’s attack. At this time, the space within a five-meter radius centered on Magneto was trembling 

slightly. 

The remaining three No. 2s also happened to be outside of this area, and they seemed to have escaped 

from Magneto’s attack. 

“You!…damn it!” Although Magneto had already exploded and released his absolute domain attack at 

the moment the magnetic field barrier was broken but he still gave No. 2 a chance to hit him and that 

guy took it. 

Although it’s just a punch and a kick, Magneto hasn’t really experienced the feeling of being kicked on 

his body in a long time. This feeling is still very bad. Although Magneto’s strength is undoubtedly strong, 

he is already old. 

Although his body is much better than an ordinary old man, he is inferior to a young man. After being 

kicked and punched by Number Two, he was still a little injured. So, this time, Magneto is really angry. 

Whew! 

Staring deadly at Number 2, who was still surrounding himself and looking for an opportunity to attack, 

Magneto directly expanded the range of his domain outward. 

He wanted to envelop No. 2 into his own field, in his absolute field, even if the instantaneous movement 

is impossible to be used. Moreover, Magneto will be able to control even the metallic elements in 

Number Two’s body, and he will personally destroy this guy who dares to injure himself. 

Swipe! 

However, apparently having just tasted the power of Magneto’s full power strike, as soon as they saw 

Magneto expand the range of his domain, the three No. 2s instantly disappeared at the same time. 

When Number 2 reappeared, only one of the three number twos was left. Obviously, this kind of split 

variant ability either has a time limit or an energy limit, otherwise, Number 2 would not have let two 

helpers go unused. 

“Do you think you can run away now!” Seeing No. 2 teleports away from his absolute domain, Magneto 

let out a low roar and suddenly raised an arm. After Magneto raised his arm, he squeezed his open 

palm. 

Buzz! 

At the next moment, Number Two, who was still teleporting around Magneto, only felt that the space 

around him seemed to quickly become thicker, and it became more and more difficult for him to 

teleport. 



“Not good!” Finally, after two teleports, the expression on No.2’s face changed a lot, and he found that 

he could no longer teleport. 

Using the Absolute Domain to strengthen his control over the Magnetic Field, Magneto changed the 

physical rules of this space, and also abolished the teleporting ability of No.2. 

“Humph! Now let me see you run away!” 
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The outstretched right hand squeezed tightly in the direction of Number 2, as if squeezing an ant 

through the air, Magneto eyes ruthlessly looked at Number 2, whose body was controlled by him in mid-

air. With Magneto’s right-hand grip, Number 2’s body continued to emanate the sound of bones 

breaking. 

Magneto has lived for so long and he has experienced countless battles, and the Mutants he has seen 

are countless, but this is the first time that he has seen a person like No. 2 with so many Mutant abilities 

in his body. 

Although Number 2 is obviously Stryker’s Experimented Mutant, this Experiment has already threatened 

Magneto’s life. Although Number 2 has many Mutant abilities, Magneto can still deal with him. But if 

this guy possessed any more Mutant Abilities then Magneto would have found it hard to deal with him. 

Card! 

After taking two more looks at Number 2, Magneto’s right hand shook, and Number 2’s neck was 

broken by him. Then, Magneto threw the body straight away like a piece of garbage. 

Call~Pū! 

Falling weakly from mid-air, No. 2’s body finally hit the ground heavily. Number 2, who was just thinking 

of fighting a few hundred rounds with Magneto could only crane his neck on the ground at this time, his 

lifeless eyes looking at the stones on the ground. 

“Now, it’s your turn, Stryker.” After taking care of that guy, Magneto’s attention shifted to Stryker. 

However, when Magneto’s gaze shifted to Stryker’s location, he saw that he was no longer where he 

previously was. It seemed that while Magneto was entangled by Number Two, Stryker was wisely 

looking for a chance to escape. 

However, he did not run too far. Magneto, who was flying in the air, just raised his gaze again and saw 

Stryker who was running away not far from here. 

Stryker, who was fleeing, did not forget to summon Number 1 who had been hiding away. Although 

Number 1 knew that he might be killed by Magneto when he turns back, the control in his mind made it 

impossible for him to disobey any of Stryker’s orders. 

“Do you think you can run away now?” Magneto’s mouth curled slightly as he watched Stryker running 

away, and then he stretched out his hand toward Stryker. 

Boom! 



The next moment, the Magnetic Field around Stryker, who was about to get out, suddenly changed 

drastically. As the expression on Stryker’s face changed, he was already picked up by Magneto. Although 

there were attacks on the one side to prevent Magneto from taking Stryker, their attacks obviously 

couldn’t stop Magneto. 

Huhu! 

Stryker, who was caught in the air by Magneto, struggled like a chicken, but he couldn’t break free of 

Magneto’s control. In the end, he could only be brought up in front of Magneto with a sullen expression 

on his face. Staring at Magneto close at hand, Stryker tried to make himself look stronger. 

“Stryker, did you ever think you would end up like this one day?” Grabbing Stryker, Magneto stared at 

him and asked in a calm tone. 

“Magneto, there have always been conflicts between us. However, I still don’t understand. What is the 

cause of your actions this time?” After getting caught by Magneto, Stryker asked his question. 

“Humph! We do have a lot of conflicts between us! However, this time I came to find you not because of 

those things. Rather, I got a message the other day, more than a decade ago, did you capture a pair of 

twin Mutants in the small town of New Jersey?!” Not wanting to talk any more nonsense with Stryker, 

Magneto directly asked his question. 

Why did Magneto risk being caught by the military as he came after Stryker? It’s because he learned 

that he has a pair of children living in this world. Magneto, who has suffered from childhood, lost his 

lover and children when he was young. 

Now that he knows that he still has a son and daughter alive in this world, he will find them even if he 

abandons everything. However, the development of the situation today is not bad, at least he has taken 

Stryker in his hands. 

As for those X-Men who had rushed over from behind, Magneto didn’t plan to pester them too much. 

He only needs to ask about the whereabouts of his children this time, and then kill Stryker. 

Although Magneto was also curious about why the military cooperating with Stryker hadn’t taken any 

action until now, he didn’t care about that much anymore as he was about to get the information he 

needs. 

“En? Twin Mutants? You are asking…” Stryker was stunned when he heard Magneto’s question and then 

he seemed to think of something. 

“You know! Where are they now?!” Seeing Stryker’s expression, Magneto couldn’t help squeezing his 

right hand and asked. 

Squeak, Squeak~ 

“Cough! You are so nervous… how could that be… Who are these twins?” Stryker’s squeezed skeletal 

muscles spread out from the sudden tightening of his body, but he could see from Magneto’s emotional 

changes that something has happened. 



“You!… Tell me where they are now?!” Not wanting Stryker to know that the twins were his childrens, 

Magneto could only keep using his tone to coerce Stryker. However, at this time, Stryker whose entire 

body was in Magneto’s hands was in no hurry at all. 

“Haha~ Cough! Haha, ~ Cough! Haha, Haha~ Cough! I was wondering why an ordinary person would end 

up producing such High-Level Mutants, but it turns out that they were your Childrens! No wonder! 

Haha!” Coughing out a few mouthfuls of blood foam, Stryker unceremoniously poked directly through 

Magneto’s hidden secrets. 

In the beginning, Stryker secretly collected various young Mutants in order to control them from an 

early age and to better allow him to experiment with some Mutant abilities. 

However, although Quicksilver and Scarlet Witch were small at first. But as they got older, Stryker found 

that he couldn’t control them well. 

Therefore, before the brother and sister could threaten him, Stryker had already packaged them and 

sent them to a Special Force that cooperated with him. From then on, Stryker didn’t care about what 

happened to the siblings. 

In Stryker’s view, the pair of siblings should be dead after so many years. He didn’t think that the pair of 

siblings he had given up would have such an origin, they turned out to be Magneto’s children. If the 

Stryker at that time knew the news then he would definitely not give up on Quicksilver and Scarlet 

Witch. 

As Magneto wouldn’t have been able to move against him if he had those two cards in his hand. 

Huhu~ 

As Stryker looked at Magneto with some complacency, the force Magneto put on him continued to 

grow. However, Stryker did not have a single worry about it. 

“Hehe, now that I know the relationship between the twins and you, do you think I will still be afraid 

that you will kill me?” Stryker said lightly after letting Magneto keep hurting him. 

Chapter 620 

Call! 

“Do you really think I won’t just kill you?!” Magneto said with a cold light in his eyes when he heard 

Stryker’s words. 

Although his main goal was Stryker, the person who captured his children was not Stryker, he was just 

the person in charge. Magneto also wanted to get the most accurate information about his childrens 

from Stryker. 

If Stryker really didn’t intend to tell him or intend to use this to blackmail him, then Magneto wouldn’t 

really mind killing him, he can just look for his childrens later by getting the information out of the 

people who kidnapped them. 

But Magneto doesn’t want to do that unless it is absolutely necessary as no one except Stryker knew the 

whereabouts of his children. 



“Uh… stop joking! You want to know the whereabouts of your children and I am the only person who 

could tell you that!” Seeing the cold light in Magneto’s eyes, Stryker’s heart jumped as he shouted. 

Although he has Magneto’s weakness in his hand, he can’t guarantee that Magneto will not kill him out 

of anger. After all, Stryker also knew that this secret was indeed not only known to him. 

“Oh? Why do I suddenly feel that you aren’t that important anymore, what should I do with you then?” 

Magneto said inexplicably when he saw Stryker’s expression change. 

“You!……” 

Call! 

Just when Stryker wanted to say something, Magneto suddenly waved his hand behind him. Under 

Magneto’s control, a large metal plate made of countless metal materials blocked his head. 

Boom! 

After the huge metal plate blocked the top of Magneto’s head, a blue-colored thunder light just 

smashed off and hit the metal plate. It was Storm who had attacked Magneto from a high altitude. 

“X-Men, are you really going to intervene in my affairs this time?” Without looking at the Storm flying 

above him, Magneto looked at a certain spot on the ground and said to himself. 

When Magneto looked at the ground, someone there also cast their gaze in the air, and happened to 

look at Magneto, it was Professor Charles who was sitting in a wheelchair. After Magneto caught 

Stryker, Professor Charles finally arrived in this location. 

“Erik…” Sitting in the wheelchair, Professor Charles had mixed feelings in his heart as he raised his head 

and looked at Magneto in mid-air. 

Professor Charles is still not sure what Magneto wants with Stryker and why did he attack him at this 

time, but he can still guess something. 

However, Professor Charles couldn’t tell Magneto even if he knew the whereabouts of Quicksilver and 

Scarlet Witch. 

With the strength of Quicksilver and Scarlet Witch, if they recognize their father and join the Mutants 

Brotherhood, then Magneto’s strength will instantly increase and it will increase by too much, and the 

balance of Mutants on Earth will be broken. This is not something that Professor Charles wants to see. 

Huhu~ 

After Storm’s first sneak attack was blocked by Magneto, she didn’t make any more attempts. Now that 

Magneto is prepared, her attack won’t cause him any harm. 

Moreover, her mission this time was not to fight Magneto. Therefore, Storm and Magneto, who was 

flying in the air slowly dropped to the ground. Of course, Magneto is still carrying Stryker. 

Brush! 

Da da! 



After Magneto carried Stryker to the ground, Pyro, the Shockwave Woman, and the other two core 

members of the Mutants brotherhood quickly stood beside Magneto. 

Opposite to them, Professor Charles stood with his X-Men while Rogers and the others also stopped by 

them. Tony still took his dozens of Iron Mans into the air to stand behind the X-Men, but he hid behind 

and was some distance away from Magneto. 

… 

On the ground, which had been reduced to rubble in successive battles, five members of the Mutants 

Brotherhood stood on one side, and on the other side were the X-Men and SHIELD’s Special Squad, 

which outnumbered them by several times, and Tony’s Iron Man brigade. 

In terms of numbers, Magneto’s side is at an absolute disadvantage, but it may not be so if they really 

fight. No one wanted to see Magneto bursting out with all of his strength. Only Professor Charles here 

knew how strong Magneto is and he also knew what Magneto could do if he put his mind to it. 

Hoo-hoo~ 

The breeze blew over the ruins, raising a sandy wind. 

“Charles, I haven’t seen you for some days. Did you find some helpers?” Looking through the familiar X-

Men, Magneto asked as he saw Captain Rogers and Iron Man standing next to Professor Charles. 

Hearing Magneto’s words, Professor Charles spoke with a calm expression on his face, “Erik, the World 

has changed, and this world is no longer the one we are familiar with. Therefore, we don’t have to insist 

on some things anymore.” 

“Hehe, there are some things that we don’t need to insist on? Are you saying that you insist on forcing 

the Mutants to submit to them? Yes, what you have done these years may have somewhat weakened 

the difference between Mutants and ordinary people. But is it really effective? Humans won’t tolerate 

us. We would only be able to live in this world only if we have the absolute right to speak for ourselves!” 

Hearing Professor Charles’s words, Magneto suddenly shouted angrily. 

Pū! 

Then Magneto threw Stryker to the ground. 

“Just like this kind of person, his hatred for Mutants will never go away! What he did to Mutants can’t 

be forgiven either!” Pointing at Stryker, who was lying on the ground, unable to move, Magneto shouted 

at Charles. 

“Erik, I’m not defending people like him. I just want to say that now we have better choices. The world is 

already very tolerant of all kinds of things, as long as we…” 

“As long as we what? As long as we cater to these ordinary people? Charles, you still haven’t changed a 

bit from before!” This time, Magneto interrupted before Professor Charles could finish speaking. 

Professor Charles felt helpless when he heard Magneto’s words. He wanted to tell Magneto that he had 

changed. He was really using a way he hadn’t tried before to help the Mutants get their place in this 

world. However, Magneto obviously wouldn’t listen to him. 



“Professor Charles, what should we do now? I can’t hold back the Military anymore. Their team will be 

there within a minute. If there is a fight then I would be ordered to attack the Mutants Brotherhood 

first.” Just when Magneto and Professor Charles were talking to each other, Captain Rogers, who was 

standing next to Professor Charles, suddenly spoke up. 

It was not easy for Rogers to use SHIELD to but them such a long time. If it hadn’t been for the fight that 

had just happened in front of the White House, the Military would have never been held for such a long 

time. 

But now, after receiving continuous news from Stryker and getting no clear reply from Rogers, the 

Military finally made a move. Don’t think that the Military only has ordinary Soldiers. For these kinds of 

special situations, the team coming from the Military is obviously not simple. 

“In that case, let us handle the Mutant Brotherhood, we cannot allow Magneto to take Stryker!” 

Professor Charles’ eyes flashed when he heard Rogers’ words. 

Brush! 

As soon as Professor Charles’s voice fell, a figure had appeared on the side of the Mutants Brotherhood, 

and the target was Stryker who was lying on the ground! 

 


